Wizards of Waverly Place the Movie Trivia
1. Which responsible child did their dad give the family
wand and the book of forbidden spells to at the
beginning of the movie?
a. Alex
b. Justin
c. Max
2. Why did their dad give up his wizard powers?
a. He fell in love with a mortal, Theresa
b. He lost the “wizard contest” to his older brother
c. He failed his final wizard exam
3. Who is the first sibling to use magic on the island
and get into trouble with the parents?
a. Justin
b. Max
c. Alex
4. La Piedra de los Suenos is also referred to as….
a. The Family Wand
b. The Stone of Dreams
c. The Forbidden Spell Book
d. The Cave of Wonders

5. What causes Alex to become so angry at her mother that
she casts a spell on her?
a. Her mom doesn’t allow her to go to the island party,
date or use magic
b. Her mom only gives Justin and Max permission to use
wizard magic on the island
c. Her mom forces her to go on the family vacation
6. What will start happening to the kids in 48 hrs if they do
not reverse the spell?
a. Begin to forget their past
b. Reality would catch up with the kids and they’d
disappear forever
c. Both A and B
7. What convinces Max and his dad to let mom come along
with them on the jungle quest?
a. She won’t take no for an answer
b. She threatens to tell the hotel that they
are both wizards
c. She is the only one who reads Spanish
and the map is in Spanish
8. In the ancient wizard battle, the only spells Alex or Justin
are allowed to use are…
a. Spells involving the 4 elements: earth, air, fire
and water
b. Battle spells
c. Victory spells

Answers: 1-b, 2-a, 3-b, 4-b, 5-a, 6-c, 7-c, 8-a
Watch Wizards of Waverly Place The Movie on Disney Channel!

